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Interplay of iron and rare-earth magnetic order in rare-earth iron
pnictide superconductors under magnetic field∗
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The magnetic properties of iron pnictide superconductors with magnetic rare-earth ions under strong magnetic field
are investigated based on the cluster self-consistent field method. Starting from an effective Heisenberg model, we present
the evolution of magnetic structures on magnetic field in RFeAsO (R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, and Tb) and RFe2As2 (R =
Eu) compounds. It is found that spin-flop transition occurs in both rare-earth and iron layers under magnetic field, in good
agreement with the experimental results. The interplay between rare-earth and iron spins plays a key role in the magnetic-
field-driven magnetic phase transition, which suggests that the rare-earth layers can modulate the magnetic behaviors of
iron layers. In addition, the factors that affect the critical magnetic field for spin-flop transition are also discussed.
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1. Introduction
Since the iron-based superconductors were discovered,[1]

the families of iron pnictides and chalcogenides display very
rich phase diagrams, including antiferromagnetism or spin-
density wave,[2,3] superconductivity,[1] structural/magnetic
phase transitions,[3] orbital ordering,[4–7] and nematic ordered
phase,[8] etc. The proximity of magnetism and superconduc-
tivity suggests the spin degree of freedom plays a key role in
understanding the basic low-energy physics of the iron-based
superconductors. And spin fluctuations have been proposed as
the unconventional superconducting mechanism of iron-based
superconductors.[9] Thus, to understand the magnetic proper-
ties is a primary task in uncovering the microscopic mecha-
nism of the iron-based superconductivity.

Through many magnetic measurements, mainly with the
help of the neutron scattering techniques, various antifer-
romagnetic (AFM) structures in different ironpnictide com-
pounds have been determined; the 1111 (RFeAsO with R =
rare-earth ions), the 111 (AFeAs with A = alkali metal ions,
e.g., Na), and the 122 phases (AFe2As2 with A = alkaline
earth metal ions, e.g., Ba, and RFe2As2 with R = rare-earth
ions, e.g., Eu), possess striped AFM (SAFM) order,[3,10–12]

while FeTe is bi-collinear AFM (BAFM),[13] etc. Among
these compounds, the parent compounds with magnetic rare-
earth ions, such as RFeAsO (R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, and
Tb) and EuFe2As2, have demonstrated particular interesting.
SmFeAsO1−xFx shows the maximum Tc with about 55 K,[14]

in other iron-pnictides with magnetic rare-earth ions, the Tc is
about 41 K for Ce,[15] 52 K for Pr,[16] and 51 K for Nd.[17]

However, in EuFe2As2, the Tc is only about 29.5 K.[18] Since
the basic FeAs units are very similar in these systems, the su-
perconducting transition temperatures Tc are very different, in-
dicating a possibly distinct magnetic interaction between rare-
earth and Fe layers in different compounds, and these distinct
magnetic coupling is crucial in promoting the superconducting
transition temperature.

Especially, these magnetic rare-earth ions exhibit differ-
ent magnetic interactions, resulting in a more complicated
magnetic behaviors. For example, in 1111 system, the rare
earth ions of RFeAsO are AFM, and undergo an AFM-
paramagnetic phase transition at TN.[19] While in 122 system,
such as in EuFe2As2, Eu2+ ions display a ferromagnetic (FM)
ordering,[12] etc. A series of experiments had been performed
to investigate the role of the magnetic rare-earth ions on the Fe-
3d magnetism and superconductivity. Meanwhile, the influ-
ence of magnetic field on these complicated magnetic ordering
are also investigated using static and pulsed field techniques.
It is found when a magnetic field is applied in EuFe2As2, a
spin-flop transition occurs in rear-earth Eu layer observed ex-
perimentally at a very low magnetic field.[20–22] In addition,
in SmFeAsO, at a high pulsed magnetic field, a spin-flop like
transition is also observed.[23]

These experiments have demonstrated that in ironpnictide
superconductors the magnetic structures under magnetic field
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display a complex phenomenon. Thus, a question naturally
arises: what role do the magnetic rare-earth ions and mag-
netic field play on the magnetism and superconductivity of the
FeAs layers in these rare-earth compounds? To address this
question, a detailed theoretical investigation is expected. In
this paper, we present the effect of magnetic rare-earth ions
and magnetic field on the magnetism of iron-pnictide com-
pounds and investigate the interplay of magnetic rear-earth and
Fe ions. This paper is organized as follows: a model Hamilto-
nian and the cluster self-consistent field (Cluster-SCF) method
are described in Section 2; then the results and discussion are
presented in Section 3; the last section is devoted to the re-
marks and conclusions.

2. Model Hamiltonian and method
It has been shown that the effective Heisenberg models

provide a reasonable description for the magnetic structure
and spin wave behaviors in the iron-based superconductors.[24]

The J1–J2 frustrated Heisenberg model was firstly proposed
to describe the magnetic properties of the iron-based super-
conductors. While, the inelastic neutron scattering exper-
iments found a large in-plane anisotropy in the magnetic
interactions,[25] suggesting the magnetic exchange constants
J1a > J1b with a denoting the AFM direction and b the
FM direction. Thus an effective J1a–J1b–J2 model could
well describe the striped AFM (SAFM) order in iron-based
compounds.[26] Here we start from the J1a–J1b–J2 Heisenberg
model.

An effective J1a–J1b–J2 Heisenberg model for iron-based
compounds is described as,

Hs = Js
1a ∑
〈i j〉a

𝑠i ·𝑠 j + Js
1b ∑
〈i j〉b

𝑠i ·𝑠 j

+ Js
2 ∑
〈〈i j〉〉

𝑠i ·𝑠 j + Js
c ∑
〈i j〉c

𝑠i ·𝑠 j

+ Js ∑
i
(sα

i )
2, (1)

where Js
1a, Js

1b, and Js
2 are the nearest-neighbor (NN) and next-

nearest-neighbor (NNN) magnetic exchange constants with
spin 𝑠 of Fe ions, respectively; Js

c is the interlayer coupling
along the c axis and Js is the single-ion anisotropy energy of
Fe ions. Notice that α is given according to the experimental
results, α = x (i.e. a direction) for Fe spins in both EuFe2As2

and SmFeAsO compounds.
We consider the magnetic couplings in the rare-earth

layer as

HS = JS
1 ∑
〈i j〉

𝑆i ·𝑆 j + JS
c ∑
〈i j〉c

𝑆i ·𝑆 j + JS ∑
i
(Sα

i )
2, (2)

where 𝑆 is the rare-earth spin, JS
1 is the NN magnetic exchange

constants of intralayer rare-earth spins, JS
c is the interlayer cou-

pling along the c axis, JS is the single-ion anisotropy energy of

rare-earth ions, and α = x for Eu spins in EuFe2As2 and α = z
(i.e. c direction) for Sm spins in SmFeAsO. And we also con-
sider the interlayer coupling between the rare-earth (R) and
FeAs layers:

HsS = JsS
c ∑
〈i j〉c

𝑠i ·𝑆 j, (3)

where JsS
c is the coupling between R and Fe ions.

It is known that the external magnetic field is an effective
tool to modulate the spin degree of freedom. In this paper we
mainly consider two kinds of magnetic field, one (B‖) is ap-
plied along the direction of a or b axis of the magnetic unit
cell, and another (B⊥) is perpendicular to it (i.e., along the di-
rection of c axis). In general, the external magnetic field is
described as

HB =−gµB𝐵∑
i
(sα

i +Sα
i ), (4)

where α = x/z depends on the direction of the magnetic field,
where x (z) along a (c) axis of the magnetic unit cell. Thus the
total Hamiltonian of the system is H = Hs +HS +HsS +HB.

In order to treat with the spin correlations and fluctua-
tions including short-range ones accurately, we adopt the clus-
ter self-consistent field (Cluster-SCF) method developed by us
to solve this anisotropic Heisenberg model. The main idea
of this method as follows: we divide the lattice into a cen-
tral cluster plus surrounding spins, treat the magnetic inter-
actions of the spins inside the cluster exactly, and the cou-
plings of surrounding spins outside the cluster is treated as
self-consistent “molecular” fields. The details could be found
in Refs. [27]– [29]. Here we extend our method to deal with
the Heisenberg model including the NNN interaction, such as
J1–J2 and J1a–J1b–J2 models, etc. As an example to verify our
approach, we calculated the phase diagram of J1–J2 Heisen-
berg model with spin s = 1/2 on a square lattice, and the
result is shown in Fig. 1. It is clearly shown that our phase
diagram is in good agreement with those obtained by other
methods, such as series expansions[30] and coupled cluster[31]

methods, demonstrating the effectiveness and validity of our
Cluster-SCF method.

To solve this Heisenberg model, the magnetic exchange
parameters should be given firstly. In order to compare the
different rare-earth layers, we use the same parameters for
Fe layers in both RFe2As2 and RFeAsO systems. Here we
adopt the parameters for Fe layers with Js

1a = 59.9 meV,
Js

1b = −9.2 meV, Js
2 = 13.6 meV, and Js

c = 1.8 meV ac-
cording to the inelastic neutron scattering experiments.[25,32]

And we estimate the single-ion anisotropy energy parameter
Js = 0.07 meV. Note that we estimate the single-ion anisotropy
energy parameters within spin-wave theory with a relationship
∆ = 2s

√
2Js(J1a +2J2 + Jc), where ∆ is spin gap[33,34] in this

paper. For RFe2As2 case, considering Néel transition temper-
ature T R

N = 19 K for Eu layer in EuFe2As2,[19,35] we choose
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JS
1 =−0.8 meV, JS

c = 0.4 meV, and JS = 0.2 meV. Due to the
large magnetic moment MEu = 6.9 µB,[12] the spin S = 7/2 for
Eu ion is treated in a classical level. Meanwhile the spin s = 1
for Fe ion is considered in a quantum level. The interlayer cou-
pling between Eu and Fe ions JsS

c = 0.4 meV.[36] For RFeAsO
(R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, and Tb) case, we choose JS

1 = 4 meV,
JS

c = 0.4 meV, JS = 0.2 meV, and JsS
c = 0.4 meV.[36] In com-

parison with RFe2As2 case, the spin for R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm,
Gd, and Tb ions is also calculated with a classical value S =

1/2[37] due to a small magnetic moment (e.g., about 0.83 µB

for CeFeAsO) for rear-earth ions in RFeAsO compounds.[36]

The clusters and magnetic exchange couplings of RFe2As2 (R
= Eu) and RFeAsO (R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, and Tb) com-
pounds are shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. (color online) (a) Sketch of the square-lattice cluster adopted in our
Cluster-SCF approach, and (b) phase diagram of J1–J2 spin-1/2 Heisen-
berg model obtained by our Cluster-SCF method.
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Fig. 2. (color online) Schematic clusters of (a) RFe2As2 (R = Eu) and (b)
RFeAsO (R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, and Tb). All the magnetic exchange
couplings are denoted.

3. Results and discussion
Utilizing the Cluster-SCF method, we study the influence

of magnetic field and the coupling between Fe and rare-earth

spins on the magnetic ground states and magnetic phase tran-
sition both in RFe2As2 (R = Eu) and in RFeAsO (R = Ce, Pr,
Nd, Sm, Gd, and Tb) systems. In the following, we address
the detailed results for these two systems for comparison.

3.1. RFe222As222 case

We find that in the stable magnetic ground state of
RFe2As2 with R = Eu, the Fe spins in FeAs layer are SAFM
with interlayer AFM; meanwhile, the Eu2+ spins in the rare-
earth layers are ferromagnetic (FM) with the interlayer AFM.
Notice that the spin directions of both Eu2+ and Fe2+ ions
align in the a–b plane. According to the analysis of the sym-
metry of the magnetic structure, the influence of rare-earth
ions on Fe ions is canceled in the absence of magnetic field
within the present mean field approximation. Once the mag-
netic field is applied, the magnetic rare-earth ions would con-
tribute an effective molecular field on Fe spins. Our results
show that when a magnetic field (H ‖ a or H ‖ c) is applied,
the system undergoes a series of complicated magnetic phase
transitions. As shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), the magnetic field
dependence of total magnetization per formula (Mtot

a and Mtot
c )

globally displays similar behavior for H ‖ a and H ‖ c. With
the increase of the magnetic field, Mtot

a and Mtot
c first undergo

a lift steeply, and then almost linearly increase to a saturated
value.

However, the detail of Mtot
a displays a lot of difference

from that of Mtot
c . The total magnetization Mtot

a of EuFe2As2

displays two sharp phase transitions under the parallel mag-
netic filed H ‖ a: the first one corresponds to the spin flop
transition of Eu2+ spins and the second one to that of Fe2+

spins, as seen in the two insets of Fig. 3(a). The critical mag-
netic field of the spin-flop transition for Eu2+ ions, Hc(Eu),
is about 0.02J1a (∼9 T). In fact, due to the low critical mag-
netic field, the spin-flop transition for Eu2+ ions is observed
in the experiments.[20–22] While for a perpendicular magnetic
field (H ‖ c), no spin-flop transition is observed, only a suc-
cessive AFM–FM transition corresponds a canted magnetism
of rare-earth ions. When the magnetic field becomes strong
enough, the total magnetization ferromagnetically saturates in
both cases.

The atom-resolved magnetization contributed from Eu2+

and Fe2+ ions are plotted for H ‖ a and H ‖ c in Fig. 4. From
Fig. 4(a), one can see that when applied parallel magnetic field
(H ‖ a) becomes larger than a critical field HR

c , the magnetiza-
tion components Ma and Mb of Eu ions suffer a sharp change,
corresponding to a spin flop transition. With the further in-
crease of H, the magnetic Eu ions enter into a canted phase,
until into a saturated FM phase. In contrast, for a perpen-
dicular magnetic field (H ‖ c), once the magnetic field is ap-
plied, the system gradually transits to a canted phase, as seen
in Fig. 4(b). One notices that at HR

c , there is no influence of Fe
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ions on the rare-earth ions due to the cancellation of the AFM
molecular fields within the present mean field approximation.
As a comparison with rare-earth 4f spins, the magnetic phase
transitions of Fe-3d magnetism are similar, but occurs at a rel-
atively large magnetic field. From Fig. 4(c) with H ‖ a, it is
clearly found that the critical parallel magnetic field of spin-
flop for Fe2+ ion (Hc(Fe)) is about 0.288J1a (∼130 T), which

is not observed experimentally due to its large Hc(Fe). Thus
Fe-spin flop phenomenon may only be observed experimen-
tally in a strong pulsed magnetic field. In fact, the effect of
R ions on Fe ions is equivalent to an effective molecular field,
about 0.11J1a at HFe

c . This shows that the 4f-magnetism could
considerably affect the Fe-3d magnetic properties under mag-
netic field.
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Fig. 3. (color online) Total magnetization dependence on magnetic field (a) H ‖ a and (b) H ‖ c in EuFe2As2. The left and right insets in panel (a) present
the spin-flop transition, and the inset in panel (b) corresponds a successive AFM–FM transition.
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To further uncover the influence of magnetic field on
the magnetic structures in EuFe2As2, we display the evo-
lution of magnetic structure on the magnetic field H in
Fig. 5, where we denote the magnetic configuration of
each stage in such a form: R (intralayer-interlayer cou-
pling between R–R ions)–RFe (interlayer coupling between
R–Fe ions)–Fe (intralayer-interlayer coupling between Fe–
Fe ions). With the increasing magnetic field, the sys-
tem undergoes the following configurations: under parallel
field H ‖ a, the system evolves from (i) Eu(FM–AF)–AF–
Fe(SAFM–AF), (ii) Eu(spin-flop-FM–AF)–AF–Fe(SAFM–
AF), (iii) Eu(FM-canted)–AF–Fe(SAFM–AF), (iv) Eu(FM–
FM)–AF–Fe(SAFM–AF), (v) Eu(FM–FM)–AF–Fe(spin-flop-
SAFM–AF), (vi) Eu(FM–FM)–AF–Fe(canted-canted), to (vii)
Eu(FM–FM)–F–Fe(FM-FM), as seen in Fig. 5(a), from which
one observes that the spin-flop transitions of Eu spins and
Fe spins occur at the second and fifth stage, respectively;
and under perpendicular field H ‖ c, the system evolves from
i) Eu(FM–AF)–AF–Fe(SAFM–AF), ii) Eu(FM-canted)–AF–
Fe(canted-canted), iii) Eu(FM–FM)–AF–Fe(canted-canted),
to iv) Eu(FM–FM)–F–Fe(FM–FM), as seen in Fig. 5(b).

(a)
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Fe

(b)

Ha

Hc
a

b

c

Fig. 5. (color online) Evolution of magnetic structure on the magnetic field
H ‖ a (a) and H ‖ c (b) in EuFe2As2. The red and blue arrows represent the
spins of Eu and Fe, respectively. The long arrow indicates the increasing
direction of magnetic field strength.
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with magnetic field H ‖ a.

In simple systems, it is known that the critical magnetic
field of the spin-flop transition is proportional to the single-ion

anisotropy energy. In the present complicated magnetic sys-
tems, however, due to the interlayer coupling between Eu2+

and Fe2+ ions, the variation of the critical magnetic field is
very complex, as seen in Fig. 6. It shows that the FM interlayer
coupling between rare-earth and Fe ions (JsS

c <0) favors the
occurrence of the Fe-spin flop transition; however, the AFM
interlayer coupling (JsS

c >0) is unfavorable of the transition.
Furthermore, the interlayer coupling between rare-earth ions,
JS

c , also strongly affects the spin-flop transition; for the FM
(AFM) interlayer coupling between rare-earth and Fe ions, JS

c ,
i.e., the AFM coupling between magnetic rare-earth ions, un-
favors (favors) the occurrence of the Fe spin-flop transition.
In addition, the intralayer coupling of rare-earth ions, JS

1 , does
not affect this transition.

3.2. RRRFeAsO case

Actually, the magnetism of 4f electrons in RFeAsO (R
= Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm Gd, and Tb) is very different from that
in RFe2As2. In order to investigate the magnetic interplay
between 4f and 3d electrons, we also calculate the magnetic
properties of RFeAsO (R = Sm). For RFeAsO (R = Sm),
the calculated magnetic ground state of the rare-earth layer is
Néel-AFM (NAFM) with interlayer AFM, and that of Fe layer
is SAFM with an AFM interlayer Fe spins. In the present case,
the spin directions of Sm2+ and Fe2+ ions align along the c
axis and in the a–b plane, respectively. As a consequence,
when a magnetic field (H ‖ a or H ‖ c) is applied, the system
undergoes a complex magnetic phase transition and is different
from EuFe2As2. As shown in Fig. 7, the total magnetization
of SmFeAsO displays only one spin-flop transition under the
parallel magnetic filed (H ‖ a) in the FeAs layer. While for the
perpendicular magnetic filed (H ‖ c), the spin flop transition
occurs in the rare earth layers. This is very different from the
EuFe2As2 shown above.

The atom-resolved magnetizations of Sm2+ and Fe2+

ions in SmFeAsO are also plotted in Fig. 8. From Fig. 8(b),
it is obviously found that the critical magnetic field of spin-
flop for Sm2+ ions (Hc(Sm)) is about 0.08J1a (∼36 T), con-
siderably larger than the critical value in EuFe2As2. In fact,
this spin-flop transition of Sm2+ ions was observed in a strong
pulsed magnetic field in a recent experiment.[23] In contrast to
Eu ions in 122 system, the influence of the molecular field of
Fe spins on Sm spins is significant due to different magnetic
polarized axis of Fe and Sm ions, which contributes to a weak
effective field about 0.0007J1a on Sm spins. Meanwhile, we
find that the critical magnetic field of spin-flop for Fe2+ ions
(Hc(Fe)) is relatively large, about 0.364J1a (∼164 T). This crit-
ical value is slightly larger than that of EuFe2As2. The reason
is that the magnetic field should firstly overcome the intralayer
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AFM coupling between Sm ions before the spin-flop transition
occurs. And the effective field contributed from Sm ions on Fe
ions is about 0.035J1a.
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The evolution of magnetic structure in SmFeAsO on
applied magnetic field H is displayed in Fig. 9. With
the same definition to last section, one finds that with
the increase of the magnetic field, the system under-
goes the following stages: under H ‖ a case, the sys-
tem undergoes from (I) R(NAFM–AF)–AF–Fe(SAFM–AF),
(II) R(canted-canted)–AF–Fe(SAFM–AF), (III) R(canted-
canted)–AF–Fe(spin-flop-SAFM–AF), (IV) R(FM–FM)–AF–
Fe(canted-canted), to (V) R(FM–FM)–F–Fe(FM–FM); and
under H ‖ c case, the system undergoes from I) R(NAFM–
AF)–AF–Fe(SAFM–AF), II) R(NAFM–AF)–AF–Fe(canted-
canted), III) R(spin-flop-NAFM–AF)–AF–Fe(canted-canted),
IV) R(canted-canted)–AF–Fe(canted-canted), V) R(FM–
FM)–AF–Fe(canted-canted), to VI) R(FM–FM)–F–Fe(FM–
FM), obviously different from these in EuFe2As2 compounds.

(a)

Eu
Fe

(b)

Ha

Hc

a
b

c

Fig. 9. (color online) Evolution of magnetic structure on applied magnetic
field H ‖ a (a) and H ‖ c (b) in SmFeAsO.

In SmFeAsO, the dependence of critical magnetic field
of the Fe-spin flop (Hc(Fe)) on the interlayer coupling JsS

c and
JS

c under H ‖ a is shown in Fig. 10(a), which exhibits similar
tendency of EuFe2As2 case. The only difference is that no an
effective magnetic field like FM of Eu ions is needed to over-
come due to the AFM configuration in the rare-earth layers.
In contrast to the case of EuFe2As2, the intralayer coupling
of rare-earth ions JS

1 also significantly affects the critical mag-
netic field value of the Fe spin-flop transition, since additional
magnetic field is needed to overcome the AFM coupling be-
tween R spins. In the case of CeFeAsO, a large positive value,
JsS

c ∼ 3.79 meV, is found in the µSR experiment,[37] implying
a very large coupling between Ce and Fe ions.

In the series of RFeAsO, the experiments found that the
Néel transition temperatures for R = Ce, Pr, Sm, Gd, and
Tb layers as well as Fe layers, are T R

N = 4.4, 11, 4.66, 4.11,
and 2.54 K, and T Fe

N = 137, 123, 138, 128, and 122 K,[36,38]

respectively. These indicate that the intralayer magnetic ex-
change couplings are only slightly different in these rare-earth
compounds. Meanwhile, the neutron scattering experiments
find that the interlayer magnetic coupling between R and Fe
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spins (i.e. JsS
c ) in CeFeAsO is stronger than those in SmFeAsO,

showing that the weak interlayer coupling in SmFeAsO favors
the spin fluctuations in FeAs layers, hence more high super-
conducting transition temperature. Also we expect that a small
magnetic anisotropic energy of rare-earth spins, JS, favors the
spin fluctuations of Fe spins, thus enhances the pairing force
and Tc.

Jc  /meV
S

0 2 4 6 8 10

Jc  /meV
S

0 2 4 6 8 10

H
c
 /

J

a
  
↼F
e)

0.5

0.4

0.3

H
c
 /

J

a
  
↼F
e)

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

SmFeAsO

(a)

SmFeAsO

(b)

Jc    /↩. meVsS

Jc    /↩. meVsS

Jc    /↩. meVsS

Jc    / meVsS

Jc    /. meVsS

Jc    /. meVsS

Jc    /. meVsS

Jc    /↩. meVsS

Jc    /↩. meVsS

Jc    /↩. meVsS

Jc    / meVsS

Jc    /. meVsS

Jc    /. meVsS

Jc    /. meVsS

Fig. 10. (color online) Dependence of the critical magnetic field of the
spin-flop transition for Fe2+ ions on the interlayer coupling JS

c (a) and JS
1

(b) in SmFeAsO under H ‖ a.

4. Conclusions
In summary, we investigate the magnetic phase transition

behavior in both 1111 and 122 systems with 4f-electrons. Our
results demonstrate that the interplay of 3d and 4f spins plays
a key role in the magnetic field dependence of these iron-based
superconductors with magnetic rare-earth ions. The magnetic
rare-earth layers, like magnetic intercalated layers, can tune
the spin flop transition of the square Fe lattice in iron-based
compounds. We expect that further experiments of strong
static or pulsed magnetic field could verify these field-induced
magnetic phase transitions.
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